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Abstract
Theory: The adoption of EC secondary legislation can be analyzed from the perspective of agency
theory whereby Member States and the Parliament delegate policy authority to the Commission and
design ex-post control procedures (i.e. Comitology). Rational choice and sociological
institutionalisms differ in their predictions on the way rules and norms affect the extent of executive
discretion. 
Hypothesis: Three institutionalist hypotheses are tested. The rationalist one derives from a Bayesian
game developed by the author. It posits that Commission’s executive discretion in non amending
secondary legislation is a function of: 1) formal legislative procedure, 2) information asymmetry
and 3) distribution of principals’ preferences. A fourth variable, legislative instrument, is also
included. The ‘diluted rationalist’ hypothesis substitutes formal with informal procedure in one
policy area. The socio-rational hypothesis adds two new variables, that is the opinions of the
Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee. A final co-graduation test is conducted on
whether more discretion leads to more stringent ex-post control. 
Methods: Given the bimodal error structure of the regression model, I have bootstrapped the
regression coefficients and computed the 95% confidence intervals of the null hypothesis.
Bootstrapping has also been used to test the role of the European Parliament, of opinions and the
co-graduation between discretion and ex-post control. A stratified sample of non amending
secondary legislation adopted from 1987 to 1993 has been drawn to test the hypotheses. 
Results: The ‘diluted rationalist’ hypothesis is the most accurate. Information asymmetry, informal
legislative procedures and legislative instruments are statistically and substantively relevant in
explaining executive discretion. Distribution of preferences has weak explanatory power probably
because of the lack of reliable data and appropriate measurement. The Parliament and opinions do
not relevantly affect Commission’s discretion. More discretion leads to more confining ex-post
control.
Kurzfassung
Theorie: Die Annahme von EG-Sekundärrecht kann aus der Sicht der "agency theory" analysiert
werden, wobei Mitgliedstaaten und das Parlament politische Macht an die Kommission abgeben
und ex-post-Kontrollmechanismen schaffen (d.h. Komitologie). Rational choice und soziologischer
Institutionalismus unterscheiden sich hinsichtlich ihrer Vorhersagen, in welcher Weise Regeln und
Normen den Spielraum der Kommission beeinflußen. 
Hypothese: Drei institutionalistische Hypothesen werden getestet. Die rationalistische wird aus
einem "Bayesschen Spiel", das vom Autor entwickelt wurde, abgeleitet. Es geht davon aus, daß der
Spielraum der Kommission bei nicht-gesetzesändernden Sekundärrechtsakten eine Funktion 1) des
formellen Gesetzgebungsverfahrens, 2) der Informationsassymetrie und 3) der Verteilung der
Präferenzen der Hauptakteure darstellt. Eine vierte Variable, die Art des Rechtsaktes, ist ebenfalls
berücksichtigt. Die abgeschwächt-rationalistische Hypothese fügt zwei weitere Variablen dazu,
nämlich die Stellungnahmen des Parlaments und des Wirtschafts- und Sozialausschusses. Ein
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Methode: Angesichts der bimodalen Fehlerverteilung des Regressionsmodells habe ich den
"Bootstrap" auf die Regressionskoeffizienten angewendet und die 95-%-Konfidenzintervalle der
Nullhypothese berechnet. Bootstrapping wurde auch verwendet, um die Rolle des Europäischen
Parlaments, der Stellungnahmen und der 'co-graduation' zwischen Spielraum und
ex-post-Kontrolle. Eine geschichtete Stichprobe der nicht-gesetzesändernden Sekundärrechtsakte
aus dem Zeitraum 1987 bis 1993 wurde gezogen, um die Hypothesen zu testen. 
Ergebnisse: Die abgeschwächt-rationalistische Hypothese ist die passendste.
Informationsasymmetrie, informelle Gesetzgebungsverfahren und Rechtsinstrumente sind für die
Erklärung des Verwaltungsspielraums statistisch und inhaltlich relevant. Die Verteilung der
Präferenzen hat hingegen wahrscheinlich wegen des Fehlens verläßlicher Daten und entsprechender
Maßzahlen nur wenig Erklärungswert. Das Parlament und die Stellungnahmen beinflussen den
Spielraum der Kommission hingegen nicht signifikant. Mehr Spielraum führt zu strikterer
ex-post-Kontrolle.
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I. Introduction
In their Pathologies of Rational Choice Theory (1994), Green and Shapiro see the empirical
under-performance of rational choice as a ubiquitous weakness of this method of inquiry. They,
sarcastically but correctly, observe that ‘the empirical contributions of rational choice theory … are
few, far between, and consistently more modest than the combination of mystique and
methodological fanfare surrounding the rational choice movement would lead one to suspect’ (Green
and Shapiro, 1994: 179). This article takes up their challenge, testing the propositions I have
generated in a rational choice model developed in Franchino (1998) and comparing their explanatory
power with predictions based on more sociological premises.
In Franchino (1998), I have used Bayesian game theory to dissect the determinants of Commission’s
executive discretion and, especially, the conditions under which these factors affect its autonomy in
implementing Community legislation. Three key variables, information asymmetry, legislative
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authority, in secondary legislation, from Member States to the Commission. For reasons explained
below, I will add a fourth independent variable, that is legislative instrument.
This article compares the explanatory power of three models that operationalize, with different
degree of rationalist assumptions, those propositions. The rationalist model is a straightforward
application of the Bayesian game. It assumes that only formal procedures and instruments,
information asymmetry and preferences distribution explain the degree of executive discretion of the
Commission. A second model, named ‘diluted rationalist’, introduces informal rules in one policy
area where there is ample evidence that informal procedures, or norms, affect policy outcomes.
Finally, the ‘socio-rationalist’ model includes variables such as opinions of the European Parliament
and the Economic and Social Committee as explanatory factors. The article also assesses the role of
the Parliament and tests the correlation between the degree of Commission’s executive discretion and
Member States’ ex-post control as it has been suggested in Franchino (1998) and in works on
American institutions.
This article will show that the Commission enjoys more autonomy when the policy issue is highly
technical and implementation has to be carried out mainly at Community level. However, if the act
delegating policy making functions needs (formal or informal) unanimous approval in the Council of
Ministers, the Commission will enjoy less autonomy than in the case of qualified majority.
Moreover, more delegation of powers is accompanied by more stringent ex-post procedural control.
The article is organized in five parts. First, I discuss the issue of delegation in the European
Community and the method that I have used to operationalize executive discretion. Second, I
describe the hypotheses I have put forward in Franchino (1998), that is the four core independent
variables and the conditions under which they have explanatory power. This section discusses also
their operationalisation. Third, after a brief comparison of the theoretical premises of rational choice
and sociological institutionalism, I test the explanatory power of the rationalist and diluted rationalist
model. The statistical analysis continues in the last two parts of the article where I evaluate the role
of the Parliament, the socio-rationalist model and the correlation between discretion and ex-post
control. The article concludes with comments on the explanatory power of each variable and on the
strengths and limits of rational choice theorizing.
2
II. The dependent variable: executive discretion
A. Delegation in the European Community
The delegation of policy making powers to the Community and the subsequent control of such
powers are dynamics at the core of the European integration process. In Regulating Europe (1996)
Giandomenico Majone dedicates an entire chapter to the issue of regulatory delegation and Pierson’s
(1996) argument of unintended consequences leading to integrationist outcomes is a function of the
type of and the control over delegated policies.
Borrowing from Tsebelis’s (1990) idea, there are two nested games of delegation in the Community:
Treaty and secondary law delegation. In the first game, policies are delegated to the Community
institutions, in the second one, policy making authority might (or might not) be delegated to the
Commission itself. The contributions of Majone and Pierson, and others including Moravcsik’s
(1993) liberal intergovernmentalism and Pollack’s (1997) functionalist analysis of delegation, are
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legislation.
These games differ in at least three important aspects. First, the institutions conferred of delegated
powers vary. In Treaty delegation, the Council of Ministers, the Commission and the European Court
of Justice are empowered of execution, proposal and judicial review respectively, with the added
option of excluding an institution from performing these functions such as in the second and third
pillar of the Maastricht Treaty(1). In secondary legislation, the addressees of delegation are primarily
the Commission and Member States with the few exceptions of European agencies and
standardization bodies (e.g. the European Environmental Agency, CEN and CENELEC). Second, the
politics of delegation differs. In Intergovernmental Conferences and other similar arenas the debate is
more on whether to have a common policy rather than on the substantive details of the policy
(Edwards and Pijpers, 1997). Non cooperative bargaining theory provides the underlining logic
(Moravcsik, 1993; Schneider and Cederman, 1994; and on bargaining theory Raiffa, 1982) and
procedural rules of Treaty reform affect outcomes. Side payments such as the EU regional policy is a
classical mechanism of Community task expansion in this arena (Pollack, 1994). In secondary
legislation, Community institutions coordinate their strategies through the binding procedural and
substantial boundaries of the Treaty. Enforcement of such agreement is not an issue, although
enforcement of specific legislation is. From this point of view, cooperative games(2) underline the
policy making process and legislative procedures have independent explanatory power over policy
outcomes (Crombez, 1996; Tsebelis, 1994). Further, issue specific regulatory spillovers are the most
common mechanisms of task expansion. Finally, the technical complexity increases in secondary
legislation. This is in fact one of the reasons of having institutions with proposal and legislative
powers in the first place (Pollack, 1997).
My interest is on the activities delegated in EC secondary legislation, at the so-called meso-level, not
on those delegated in the Treaty. Given the nested nature of this game, Treaty delegation is certainly
a precondition of secondary law delegation because the Community cannot legislate without a Treaty
base. There are however important differences that allow us to treat the two games, both theoretically
and methodologically, in a separate way. Moreover, the functions delegated to the Commission by
the Treaty itself are not a good predictor of those delegated in secondary legislation (see note 26).
B. A classification of activities delegated in secondary legislation
The first hurdle to jump is to classify the type of activities that Member States and, eventually, the
Parliament delegate to the Commission. They fall into eight categories that are based on Keohane’s
(1984) functional regime theory and on the literature on the socio-economic activities of government.
According to regime theory, states establish international institutions to lower transaction costs of
international cooperation, thereby overcoming collective action problems. As a bare minimum,
international institutions act as a secretariat that circulates information and ensures coordination
amongst states (categories 1-3). If this is not sufficient to monitor compliance and detect
transgressors because of the complexity or incompleteness of treaty obligations, supranational agents
might be asked to actively oversee principals’ behavior and give unbiased recommendations
(categories 4-5). However, regime theory can only go that far to explain the activities delegated to the
Commission. The Community shows many similarities to a domestic political system. The
supremacy and direct effect of Community legislation, the abundance of Brussels-based interest
groups and an institutional structure and a policy process that are gradually developing domestic-like
features invite us to use the analytical lenses of comparative politics.(3) In this system of governance,
the Commission, as the Community bureaucracy and the institution with ‘executive vocation’
(Lenaerts, 1991: 30), carries out the traditional regulatory, administrative (categories 6-7) and
redistributive (category 8) functions.(4) 
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To sum up, the categories are 1) receiving information from Member States and other Institutions, 2)
providing information to Member States and other Institutions, 3) ensuring coordination and
consultation amongst Member States, 4) giving opinions and recommendations, 5) monitoring,
examining, reviewing and investigating 6) taking decisions, 7) administering, implementing and
regulating, 8) managing and financing programmes.
Below I describe in more detail these activities and provide examples from actual legislation.
1-2) Receiving/providing information from/to Member States and other Institutions.
The first two cases concern the exchange of information between the Commission and other
institutions or bodies. The Commission can be simply the depositary of information when Member
States and other institutions must notify it of, for example, the adoption of specific national laws or
administrative acts. Conversely, the Commission is the provider of information when it must give
notice of its activities to the other Community institutions or, in some cases, to the public at large.
The large majority of Community legislation provides for this exchange of information with two
most notable exceptions, that is agriculture legislation fixing guide-prices and intervention prices for
specific products and commercial policy acts suspending import levies or defining details of tariff
quotas. General publication requirements established by the Treaty suffice in these cases.
3) Ensuring coordination and consultation amongst Member States
A third activity concerns consultation and coordination. This is when there is a general call for the
Commission to be consulted about certain administrative acts taken by national administrations or for
the Commission to consult interest groups and other bodies. A typical example is when a regulation
opens and provides for the administration of tariff quotas. Here, a general call for coordination
between the Commission and national administrations and for the Commission to favor cooperation
amongst Member States is usual.
4) Giving opinions and recommendations
A fourth type of delegated activity is when the Commission is formally asked to give an opinion or
recommendation on a certain matter. For example, some directives on the approximation of laws ask
for the Commission’s opinion when a Member State temporarily suspends or restricts their
application for health and safety reasons. In this case the Commission produces a formal, but not
legally binding, act and national courts must refer to the European Court of Justice questions
concerning its interpretation or validity (Weatherill and Beaumont, 1995: 139).
5) Monitoring, examining, reviewing and investigating
This set of functions can be classifiable under the general label of monitoring. The Commission is
asked to examine, control, investigate, or review certain Community policies. This is common in
environmental legislation but also in transport, agriculture, commercial policy and approximation of
laws. An example is Regulation 1602/92 temporarily derogating from implementation of some
anti-dumping measures. The Commission is requested to monitor and periodically review the import
into the Canary Islands of products that are exempted from anti-dumping duties. A second example is
Directive 271/91 on urban waste-water treatment where the Commission has to monitor Member
States compliance and examine whether the technical difficulties encountered in the implementation
warrant an extension of the compliance period.
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When the legislation delegates power to the Commission to take legally binding decisions on certain
matters, this type of activity falls into the sixth category. It includes decisions on safeguard measures
in commercial policy and decisions to reduce or suspend payments of financial support in
environmental or transport programmes. It also includes authorizations to Member States to perform
certain activities such as the use of statistical units for the observation and analysis of the production
system in the Community (Regulation 696/93). 
7) Administering, implementing and regulating
The penultimate type of activity is when the Commission is clearly invited to adopt measures not
only for the administrative management and implementation of a certain policy but also for its
regulation and definition of principles and criteria. Legislative acts that delegate this type of activity
include Council regulations opening and providing for the administration of tariff quotas under
Articles 28 or 113 (EC) and for the establishment of support systems for farmers. Power to make
regulations are conferred on the Commission especially in Council directives on the freedom of
movement and approximation of laws, but also in regulations on the import of, for instance, wild
species.
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8) Managing and financing programmes
Finally, the last type of delegated function is when the Commission is granted the power to manage
the allocation of financial resources of action programmes. The Commission is first asked to select
projects pursuing the objectives of the programme. These can be, for instance, the protection of the
environment (e.g. in coastal areas and coastal waters, Regulation 3908/91) or the development of
transport infrastructure (Regulation 3359/90). Then, it has to decide the form of financing (e.g.
capital grants, financial contribution, interest rebates or repayable advances). There is also an
important set of legislation establishing support systems for farmers that delegates this type of
activity.
An index of executive discretion is then created from this classification. A sample of directives and
regulations (see Appendix) has been checked against this set of activities and a value of 1 has been
assigned to the act for each function that is clearly conferred on the Commission(5). The sum of
these values is a measure of the degree of discretion the Commission enjoys in implementing the
legislation. This index ranges from minimum of zero (no discretion) to maximum of eight (extensive
discretion). In other words, I have used the observable variable, number of delegated activities, to
measure the latent variable, degree of executive discretion.(6)
III. The delegation trade-off, the independent variables and the
initial model
Whatever the rationale for the conferral of powers to an institution, delegation entails risks in the
form of agent’s shirking or slippage (Kiewiet and McCubbins, 1991; Milgrom and Roberts, 1992).
The agent can exploit information asymmetries and institutional constraints to pursue its interest at
the expense of principals. In Franchino (1998), I have designed an extensive form game to analyze
this trade off between efficiency gains and agency losses in the European Community(7). Here
principals (i.e. Member States and the Parliament) delegate a certain amount of executive discretion
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solution to the game consists in finding out the optimal amount of discretion that minimizes losses to
the principals and that gives enough latitude to the Commission to deal with unexpected events.
Comparative statics have then been carried out to analyze the impact on executive discretion of 1)
different procedures for adoption of secondary legislation, 2) changes in the preferences of the agent
and the principals and 3) changes in the degree of asymmetry of information.
There are then three variables that independently affect Commission’s executive discretion. These
are information asymmetry, legislative procedure and distribution of preferences. Below I will
discuss the relation they bear upon executive discretion and their operationalisation. I will also
compare these propositions with those of similar formal works carried out on American institutions. I
will then add a fourth independent variable, legislative instrument, that I consider relevant but has
not been formally discussed.
5
A. Uncertainty and information asymmetry
All things equal, in an environment where uncertainty about the choice of the best policy alternative
is high because of the complexity of the issue or lack of reliable information about future events, the
scope of delegated authority is broader. As McCubbins and Page (1987: 417) point out, ‘[w]ith little
or no information with which to evaluate the possible alternatives, and with conceivably large
political risks associated with uncertain choices, legislators would prefer to delegate an increasingly
large domain of alternative regulatory targets to the agency’. Epstein and O’Halloran (1994) and, in a
similar way but applied to the EC, I (1998: 16-17) make this proposition dependent on the
distribution of principals’ and agent’s preferences and on the symmetric or asymmetric change of
uncertainty across the policy spectrum.
The main message of these works is that uncertainty affects the distribution of information at the
expense of legislators who are not only unable to discern an optimum policy but probably are also
unaware beforehand of what their interests will ultimately be (McCubbins and Page, 1987: 417). The
higher the uncertainty, the larger the information asymmetry the broader the discretion of the
delegated authority is(8).
Uncertainty is more than policy specific; it is actually issue specific. In commercial policy, a law that
alters an import duty in the common customs tariff regulates a relatively straightforward matter
compared to an act that designs the anti-dumping regime of the Community. Similarly, in agriculture,
the fixing of intervention prices for some products is certainly less complex that establishing
guidance funds and support systems for farmers. I would argue that an acceptable way to
quantitatively operationalize information asymmetry is using the word count of the specific
legislation excluding annexes, tables and the introductory statements(9). It seems to me that,
generally, the complexity of the issue affects the length of the legislative act and that the word count
assures objective cross-policy and cross-issue comparability. For instance, the word count of
relatively simple legislation fixing duties, prices and import quotas amounts to less than one hundred
words. Establishing a system of quota administration requires about five hundred words. Highly
technical directives on environmental policies and approximation of laws easily extend over a
thousand words.
B. Legislative procedures
Since Gordon Tullock’s (1981) question on the apparent inconsistency between the theoretical results
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stable policies, political scientists have gone a long way to explain the role of rules and procedures in
determining outcomes(10). But the rationalist camp of EC students has only recently approached this
topic (Crombez, 1996; Garrett and Tsebelis, 1996; Scharpf, 1988; Steunenberg, 1994; Tsebelis,
1994). Following this theoretical stream, the formal model in Franchino (1998) has outlined the
conditions under which legislative procedures affect executive discretion. In particular, Proposition
1i posits that, when the status quo ante discretion is small, ‘the equilibrium discretion in the Assent
procedure is always smaller than the equilibrium in the other two procedures [i.e. Consultation and
Cooperation procedure]’(Franchino, 1998: 10). Put simply, the legislative procedure has an
independent causal effect on the extent of executive discretion delegated to the Commission only in
non amending legislation. In case of amending directives or regulations, the legislative procedure
loses explanatory power.
In this section, I delineate the independent role that decision rules have on non amending secondary
legislation. I first look at the Council of Ministers alone, I will then move to the European
Parliament.
Ceteris paribus, from Proposition 1i (Franchino, 1998: 10), the executive discretion of the
Commission is likely to be larger under qualified majority vote rather than unanimity. The
Commission can make full use of its agenda setting powers by targeting its proposal to gain support
from the pivotal Government in the qualified majority vote that prefers the largest amount of
executive discretion.(11) In unanimity, the Commission is constrained by the ideal discretion of the
Government whose preference is farthest away from its own. In non amending legislation where
there is no status quo ante discretion, the equilibrium discretion will be smaller than in qualified
majority.(12) I have used a dichotomous variable taking the value of 0 for unanimity and 1 for
qualified majority vote.
The Parliament affects outcomes under the Assent and Co-operation procedures where a majority of
its members must approve the legislative measure. The EEC Treaty, as amended by the Single
European Act, provided for only two cases where Assent was necessary, that is accession and
uniform procedure for elections to the Parliament (Artt.138.3 and 237 respectively). Since there are
no legislative acts approved under Assent that satisfy the selection criteria of the data set, I will
disregard this procedure.
6
On the contrary, Co-operation applied to a wide set of policies ranging from freedom of workers’
movement and of establishment to law approximation. Briefly speaking, a vote of the Parliament is
needed after the Council adopts a common position. Rejection obliges the Council to adopt the act by
unanimity while amendments have to be reconsidered by the Commission and re-voted by the
Council. As Tsebelis (1994) puts it, the Parliament gains a conditional agenda setting power.(13) For
our purposes, if Parliament’s ideal discretion is greater than the discretion preferred by the pivotal
Government in the qualified majority vote, the outcome in non amending legislation remains
unchanged. If the opposite applies, the equilibrium discretion is the Parliament’s ideal discretion(14).
Thus, a variable on the role of this institution effectively measures whether Commission’s and
Parliament’s preferences are similar. If they are, the variable should not have explanatory power; if
they are not, it should have a negative and statistically relevant role. I will explain below in more
detail the way I have operationalized and tested the role of the Parliament.
C. Distribution of preferences
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because the agent’s shirking is unlikely (or better, irrational). On the contrary, conflicting interests
lead the principal to reduce the agent’s room of maneuver using control mechanisms such as
administrative and oversight procedures (McCubbins and Page, 1987; Pollack, 1997). Formal models
(Epstein and O'Halloran, 1994; Gilligan and Krehbiel, 1989; O'Halloran, 1994) generally confirm
this finding and, in the American literature, the debate revolves around the efficacy of such control
mechanisms (Kiewiet and McCubbins, 1991; McCubbins and Schwartz, 1984; Moe, 1987; Weingast
and Moran, 1983).
In the EC framework, the agency relationship is complicated by two factors. First, the Commission
enjoys a monopoly proposal power; second, there are multiple principals (Member States and,
occasionally, the Parliament). As I have formally demonstrated in Franchino (1998: 15, 17-18), the
proposal power of the Commission does not affect the central finding. All else equal, a convergence
of principals’ preferences toward the Commission’s leads to more discretion being delegated to the
agent. To be more precise, it is the distance between the preferences of the pivotal actor in a
legislative procedure and those of the Commission that is positively related to discretion. The fact
that there are many principals slightly complicates the picture instead. An increase in conflict
between them decreases discretion because the distance between the pivotal actor and the
Commission is likely to be greater.(15)
Measuring this distance in all procedures, years and policy areas is a task that is seriously jeopardized
by the lack of objective and comparable data across these three dimensions. Eurobarometer surveys
of the Commission, for instance, do sometimes focus on public opinion attitudes toward certain
policies such as agriculture, the single market or EMU. However, because of the different questions
being asked, they are not comparable and are discontinued throughout the period under analysis.
Opinions and statements issued by various institutions provide valuable information about the
interinstitutional dynamics of legislative policymaking, but Member States’ officials seldom make
their concern public and opinions are issued by less relevant institutions in the decision-making
process such as the Economic and Social Committee (see more on opinions below).
Taken into account these difficulties, there is however a survey published annually in the
Eurobarometer on the general public attitude toward the EC that can be used for our purposes.
Citizens of all Member States are asked, generally twice a year, the following question: “Generally
speaking, do you think that (your country’s) membership of the European Community (Common
Market) is a good thing, a bad thing, or neither good nor bad?” (EC Commission, 1994). I have
derived from this survey a measure of both convergence of governmental preferences toward
Commission’s and interstate conflict. These are
 
where supporti is the percentage of those who answered that EC membership is good for them in
country i and year y, while wi is the voting weight as in article 148 (EEC). In the first variable, I
imply that this support can be interpreted as a convergence toward Commission’s preferences. The
higher the mean, the higher the support for EC level activities, the more policymaking functions are
delegated to the Commission. The second variable captures the conflict between Member States. An
increase in conflict tends to diminish the extent of executive discretion enjoyed by the Commission
(but see below). The weights measure the relative importance of the countries in the decision making
process. In other words, they measure the relative probability of each country to be the pivotal
actor.(16)
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Chart 1 provides descriptive statistics for these two variables in the time period under study.
Chart 1
Notice that conflict and convergence are uncorrelated. A t-test cannot rejects the null hypothesis of
independence between the two variables.(17) In the years between 1987 and 1993, an increase in
convergence could actually be associated to both a decrease and an increase in conflict. Popular
support for the Single Market initiative rose considerably, but not homogeneously, across Member
States up until 1992. Hence we have increased convergence of preferences but the same degree of
interstate conflict. The permanence of such conflict was mainly due to the still rather limited
response to the Single Market initiative in traditionally laggard states such as the United Kingdom
and Denmark (EC Commission, 1994). On the contrary, the fall in support in 1992-3, probably due to
the collapse of the European Monetary System, was relatively more homogeneous across Member
States. In those two years we have a decrease of both convergence and conflict.
From Chart 1 we also see that the way conflict and convergence operate on executive discretion is
contextual. Low intestate conflict has a positive impact of discretion only if there is a convergence
toward Commission’s preferences. Member States can agree not to delegate policymaking functions
to the Commission (this would mean low conflict and convergence). Similarly, high convergence
increases executive discretion only if interstate conflict is low. This is because there is a smaller
probability that the pivotal actor is very distant from the Commission.
I would argue that an acceptable way to measure these effects and to minimize problems of
multicollinearity is to use the following index
 
Here convergence is normalized by the degree of interstate conflict. This index captures the idea that
if there is a general support for EC level activities and limited conflict, Member States are more
likely to delegate policymaking powers to the Commission. While if convergence is high but not
across all states, less will be delegated. Similarly, there could be harmonious relations (low conflict)
but lack of support for common policies and hence limited delegation.
I have weighted this index to have it approximately distributed across a value of one thousand. The
index had its lowest point at 906 in 1987 where there was high conflict and low convergence of
preferences, it reached a value of approximately one thousand in 1990-1 where high conflict
remained but preferences of Member States converged toward Commission’s. The peak (i.e. 1403)
was in 1993 where, although both convergence and conflict declined, the former decreased by less
that 10 percent of its 1990 value and the latter by more than 30 percent. This is because the fall in
support in traditionally pro-European countries such as Spain and Belgium was not paralleled by a
similar fall in more skeptical ones. Support in Denmark actually rose by almost 6 percent.
I acknowledge that this is a less than perfect measure of preferences and conflict. For instance, it
disregards policy areas and assumes an efficient mechanism of transmission of preferences from
citizens to state officials.(18) I can only urge researchers, especially in the rationalist camp, to
develop statistics about Member States’ revealed preferences in a similar way as, for instance, the
ADA liberal support scores of the US Senate.
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The EC institution on which powers are conferred to implement Community legislation is
traditionally the Commission with a limited facility for the Council, in specific cases, to reserve to
itself implementing powers as from the third indent of article 145 (EEC). The extent of Commission
involvement is however a function of the policy type. Responsibility in many areas is shared between
the Commission and national administrations. Generally speaking, the two most important legislative
instruments of the Community, regulations and directives, mirror the distribution of implementing
competence between European and national authorities.
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A regulation is directly applicable in its entirety in all Member States. It is normally used in policies
where EC institutions are extensively involved while the functions of national administrators are
minimal. Regulations establishing quotas, suspending customs duties, setting intervention prices in
agricultural produces fall under this category. Regulations are also used when there is a clear-cut
criterion for the division of powers between European and national levels such as in competition
policy. The Commission intervenes when certain conditions are fulfilled. For instance Regulation
4064/89 sets the aggregate turnover above which the Commission can investigate the compatibility
of mergers with articles 85-90 of the Treaty.
A directive instead is not directly applicable and allows Member States the choice of implementing
form and methods in their national laws. Directives are binding on Member States as to the result to
be achieved (article 189 EEC). They are common in areas of free movement of persons and services,
approximation of laws and environmental policy. Examples include directives on pollutants
emissions from combustion plants (88/609/EEC) and on the approximation of the laws relating to
active implantable medical devices (90/385/EEC ).
Although there are some notable exceptions, regulations are used in types of policies where the
Commission directly administers and sets rules, while directives are used in policies where national
administrations perform these functions and the Commission supervises implementation. The
legislative instrument, as a variable measuring this division of responsibility, has an independent
effect on executive discretion. Regulations are for policies where discretionary powers are rather
extensive while directives imply policies with functions delegated to national administrations at the
expense of the Commission. A dummy variable taking the value of 0 for directives and 1 for
regulations should hence have a relevant positive effect on executive discretion.
To sum up, the initial model with the expected signs is:
 
The extent of executive discretion (DISCR) delegated to the Commission in non amending secondary
legislation is a positive function of preference distribution (PREF), legislative procedure (PROC),
legislative instrument (INST) and information asymmetry (INFO).
This model and the contending hypotheses have been tested on a stratified sample of non amending
secondary legislation approved between the first of July 1987 and the first of November 1993, the
dates on which the Single European Act and the Maastricht Treaty respectively came into effect. A
search in the CELEX database has generated approximately a thousand directives and regulations
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1033 (see Appendix on population and sampling strategy). Chart 2 shows the legislative production
in different policy areas and according to the three main legislative procedures: unanimity, qualified
majority and Cooperation.
Chart 2
Unsurprisingly, the large majority of non amending legislation, slightly more than 80 percent, has
been in the areas of customs union, agriculture and commercial policy. However, important
legislation has also been produced in the areas of environment, transport and, especially,
approximation of laws. Similarly, qualified majority (QM) has been the predominant procedural rule,
more than 83 percent of the cases, followed by Cooperation, almost 11 percent, and unanimity,
around 6 percent.
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IV. The rationalist and diluted rationalist hypotheses: norms
and behavior
Rational choice and sociological institutionalisms sharply differ in their interpretation of the way
institutions affect behavior.(19) Rational choice sees actors with given preferences and beliefs
pursuing objectives within a set of constraining factors (i.e. distribution of capabilities and
information) and strategically interacting with other actors within a set of commonly known rules
(i.e. institutions). Hence we have Member States that, for functional reasons and using various
legislative procedures, delegate policy making authority to the Commission and create control
mechanisms to limit agency losses arising from information asymmetries or institutional design
(Kiewiet and McCubbins, 1991). What is problematic in rational choice is the “givens”. The
formation of preferences and beliefs are rarely investigated. In this arena sociological institutionalism
has more explanatory power because they focus on ideational, normative, cultural and cognitive
factors that facilitate intersubjective communication and “constitute” actors’ preferences. This
literature is gradually emerging in European studies with a special emphasis on constructivism and
on the role of norms, ideas and culture.(20)
In fact , an important subset of the rational-sociological dialectic is on the role of norms. There are
three standard rationalist treatments of norms (i.e. collective understanding of proper behavior)(Yee,
1997). First, norms are considered as given decision rules. Second, they affect behavior because of
the sanctioning costs of their violation. Third, they are incorporated as a type of interest in the actor’s
utility function. However, ‘[n]orms whose autonomous effects on behavior do not stem from
(dis)utility-generating interests and sanctions cannot be simply “given”’ (Yee, 1997: 1021).
Rationalists cannot explain the properties of those norms that have an independent effect on behavior
and this is where the sociological tradition has made powerful contributions. Legro (1997: 34), for
instance, has suggested that clarity, durability and acceptance amongst actors are the key criteria to
gauge the robustness of norms in autonomously affecting behavior.
It is against this background that I have generated my hypotheses. Although the epistemological and
ontological basis of this article is evidently rationalistic, my attempt is to test different degrees of
rationality with special emphasis on decision rules and legislative procedures. This section compares
the explanatory power of two hypotheses. The first one – rationalist - takes the model as it is laid out
in the previous section with formal decision rules as one of the independent variables. The second
hypothesis – diluted rationalist - acknowledges comments of analysts of the Common Agricultural
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has been to adopt legislation using unanimity even when qualified majority was provided by the
Treaty (see Fennel, 1987: 73; Keeler, 1996: 136; Patterson, 1997: 144; Peterson, 1989: 468; Runge
and von Witzke, 1987; for an opposing view see Wallace, 1989: 200). CAP has also been seen as a
joint decision system entailing unanimity by Scharpf (1988 : 251, 257) in his classic study on joint
decision traps. 
Unanimity in agriculture seems also to withstand Legro’s criteria of robustness more that in other EU
policies. It is a clear rule, it is long-standing (since, at least, the Luxembourg Compromise of 1966)
and there is a general acceptance of its use by Member States. Swinbank (1989: 309), for instance,
observes that Governments have been generally supportive of unanimity in agriculture and objections
to this rule have only been raised by Belgium and Italy. Further, the probability of simply threatening
to invoke unanimity to protect a ‘vital’ national interest is a function of the extent of disagreement
over the content of policy reform and of the magnitude of sunk costs (Pierson, 1996). Agriculture
was a clear policy failure in the 80s and object to strong international pressures (Keeler, 1996;
Woolcock and Hodges, 1996). Reforming it entailed substantial transaction costs that were
asymmetrically distributed across the Community.(21) The adoption of qualified majority seemed
even less likely. Eventually, the commissioner MacSharry managed to reform the CAP not because
governments adopted qualified majority but because their preferences and strategies changed in a
complex three level game of national, European and international negotiations (Patterson, 1997).
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Analysis of the results
The standard procedure would be to run an ordinary least squared (OLS) regression and compare the
statistical results of the two hypotheses. However, this type of parametric inference requires a set of
assumptions to ensure that regression coefficients are BLUE (best linear and unbiased
estimators)(22). More specifically for our case, OLS inferential statements assume that the random
error in the model is normally distributed. If that was not the case, ‘our confidence intervals and
hypothesis tests could have a greater than nominal probability of error. Bootstrapping may be a way
of overcoming this problem’(Mooney and Duval, 1993: 55).
In our context, while the traditional assumptions of linearity, homoscedasticity and low collinearity
are generally respected(23), the error structure of the model is not normal. A Jarque-Bera omnibus
test for normality has rejected the null hypothesis that the distribution of residuals is normal. This is
probably because the dependent variable is bounded by zero and has a bimodal distribution.(24) As
suggested by Mooney and Duval, I have used bootstrapping to solve this problem (see Appendix).
The results are shown in Table 1. In the first column there are the mean bootstrapped values of the
regression coefficients. The other columns show the endpoints of the confidence intervals of the null
hypothesis calculated using different techniques (see Appendix). A coefficient outside these endpoint
values is significantly different from zero at 95 level of confidence.
Table 1
The results show that the diluted rationalist hypothesis is the most accurate. It explains, on average,
about 55 percent of the variation in executive discretion compared to a value of more that 48 percent
of rationalist hypothesis. However, is this difference statistically relevant? What is the probability
that the bootstrapped rationalist model has a R2 of 55 percent? As shown in Table 1, I can reject at
95 percent confidence level the null hypothesis that a R2 of 55 percent is generated by the rationalist
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the normal approximation interval does not allow me to reject the null hypothesis but this is probably
more a sign of the inappropriateness of this method (see Appendix). It is also worth pointing out that
45 percent of the variance still remains unexplained thus inviting researchers to put forward better
specified models.(26)
Results also indicate that information asymmetry (INFO) is consistently the most important variable
exerting a strong influence on the extent of executive discretion. Ceteris paribus, an increase in
length of five hundred words from an act suspending import levies to one setting up the
administration of a tariff quotas leads to an increase of more than one point of the discretion index.
Moving from tariff quota legislation (approximately 700 words) to acts on environmental policy or
on the approximation of technical standards (approximately 3000 words) increases the discretion
index by almost five points. The more technical the policy issue the more authority will be delegated
to the Commission.
Legislative instrument (INST) is another important determinant of delegated authority. All else equal,
the use of regulations rather than directives increases by one point the discretion index. This means
that when the implementation of the policy has to be carried out at EU level, the Commission
becomes the obvious candidate to which functions are conferred. When national bureaucracies
administer the policy, the Commission is probably relegated to a supervisory role with less policy
making activities.
The substantive and statistical significance of the index of preference distribution (PREF) tells us
different stories. The regressor of this index is significantly different from zero at 95 percent
confidence level according to almost all methods, the only exception being the normal approximation
in the diluted rationalist model probably because of its too stringent assumptions (see Appendix). Its
substantive significance is however rather limited. Recall that this variable should measure the
distance between the pivotal player and the Commission in the different procedures, years and policy
areas, and it has been operationalized with an index derived from an Eurobarometer survey. The
higher the index, the shorter the distance and the more discretion is delegated to the Commission.
The effect of this index on executive discretion is very small. An increase from its lowest value of
906 in 1987 to its highest of 1403 in 1993 barely increases the discretion index of one point (ceteris
paribus).
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Finally, Commission’s executive discretion is likely to be larger under qualified majority rather than
under unanimity only if we take into account the informal rule of using unanimity in agriculture. The
statistical significance of the legislative procedure (PROC) in the rationalist model is not conclusive.
The coefficient is significant, but with the wrong sign, according to the percentile and bias corrected
methods. It loses significance for the normal approximation and percentile-t methods. Since
statisticians tend to prefer the bias corrected and percentile-t methods (see Appendix), we cannot
reject the null hypothesis. Substantively, the use of unanimity or qualified majority has no effect on
the discretion index. In the diluted rationalist model the legislative procedure is substantially and
statistically significant. Ceteris paribus, the formal and informal use of unanimity decreases the
index of discretion by one point. When unanimity is (formally or informally) needed to approve a
Community act, less policy making functions are delegated to the Commission. The pivotal
Government is the one with preferences farthest away from the Commission’s, less will be conferred
upon the agent than in the case of qualified majority.
It is important to comment on this result. On one side, rationalist accounts on the effect of decision
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legislative acts. On the other side, it shows an important weakness of rational choice institutionalism.
Such approach is in effect mute about which norms matter. It cannot tell us under which
circumstances actors perceive as appropriate a certain behavior even if its violation can be interest
based and is not sanctioned by enforcement mechanisms.(27) 
These results also confirm that clear, long-standing and agreed upon norms have explanatory power.
The critical reader may point out that the re-coding of legislative procedure (PROC) to account for
informal behavior could have merely increased its variance and, consequently, its significance. I have
re-coded in a similar way all the other policy areas in the sample, even though there is less evidence
of long-standing and concordant use of unanimity. Legislative procedure is not substantively
significant in these tests.
V. The role of the Parliament and of opinions
A. The Parliament in the Co-operation procedure
Does the Parliament affect the discretionary powers delegated to the Commission? In Franchino
(1998: 11-12), I have set out the conditions under which the Parliament can have an effect on
discretion. In non amending legislation approved under Co-operation procedure, the Parliament will
have a substantial influence on discretion only if its preferences are more divergent from the
Commission’s than the pivotal Government’s in the qualified majority vote. Put simply, it is when
the Parliament has pivotal role in the procedure. This seems to be a rare occurrence (Fitzmaurice,
1988: 394), and in the sampled legislation approved under Co-operation I have found no clear
evidence of Parliamentary opposition to delegation.(28) A variable on the role of this institution
should be excluded from the model because it has no explanatory power.
It is however possible to argue from a sociological perspective that the simple use of this procedure
has an effect on Member States’ strategies and that the Parliament can exercise a broadly defined
agenda-setting influence (Earnshaw and Judge, 1996: 97-109), beyond the strict conditions set by
Tsebelis (1994). In order to account for this effect, the role of the Parliament has been
operationalized in two ways, both of which however fail to relevantly improve the explanatory power
of the model.
A first operationalisation is to convert legislative procedure (PROC) into a multichotomous variable
taking the value of 2 for legislation approved under Co-operation.(29) The results of this test are
shown in the upper part of Table 2; they take as benchmark for comparison the diluted rationalist
model because of its higher explanatory power. Unfortunately, the model explains a lower percentage
of the variance of the dependent variable and we can only just reject the null hypothesis that it can be
randomly generated from the diluted rationalist one.
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The improvement in explanatory power of legislative instrument (INST) and information asymmetry
(INFO) is generally at the expense of the importance of distribution of preferences (PREF) and
legislative procedure (PROC) as collinearity diagnostics has already told us. Ceteris paribus, the use
of regulations increases the discretion index by one and an half points and an increase of one
thousand words leads to a rise of more than two points of the discretion index. Distribution of
preferences is still substantively insignificant. Most importantly, a unit increase of the new variant of
legislative procedure causes a rise of less than 0.8 of the discretion index (ceteris paribus). This
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substantive effect on executive discretion, we need to run a second test because the conversion of
legislative procedure into a multichotomous variable could have increased the measurement error of
its regressor.
Table 2
The second operationalisation consists in adding a dummy Co-operation variable (PARL) to the
diluted rationalist model. This new variable takes the value of 1 when the Parliament’s vote is needed
to adopt legislation under the Co-operation procedure. The new model would become:
 
Given the substantial similarity of Commission’s and Parliament’s preferences and the hypothesis
about a general legislative influence of the Parliament, we should expect a positive influence of this
variable on discretion. However, this addition is not statistically relevant. With an F(1,94) statistics
of 1.28 we cannot reject the null hypothesis of significantly improved explanatory power. Moreover,
the Co-operation variable has practically no substantive meaning. All else equal, it determines less
than a fifth of a point of executive discretion (its mean bootstrapped regression coefficient is 0.19).
To sum up, the role of procedures and distribution of preferences on discretion as hypothesized in
Franchino (1998) remains valid. Being no clear evidence of parliamentary opposition to delegation,
variables on parliamentary role do not have explanatory power and models incorporating
parliamentary preferences have lower coefficients of determination.(30) More specifically, these tests
disconfirm the existence of a sociologically induced influence on Member States’ preferences on
discretion generated by the more important role assigned to the Parliament in Co-operation. This
does not however mean that the hypothesis on parliamentary effect on discretion is confirmed
because we cannot state that a pivotal Parliament has an impact on discretion.
B. The impact of opinions
The Treaty extensively provides for the making of opinions by various institutions. Article 155
(EEC), for instance, confers a general power on the Commission to make opinions and
recommendations whenever it deems necessary. The Parliament has to give its opinion in the
Consultation procedure and in the first reading of the Co-operation and Co-decision procedures. The
areas requiring Parliament’s consultation range from custom duties, to agricultural legislation,
transport policy and approximation of laws. The Single European Act has extended consultation to
some aspects of research and technology and environmental policy. There is also an emerging
practice of optional consultation and the jurisprudence has set some criteria for reconsultation
(Weatherill and Beaumont, 1995: 108-115). Another institution whose opinion is compulsorily
required is the Economic and Social Committee (ESC).(31) Its origin can be traced back to the
European Steel and Coal Community but its establishment came with the Rome Treaties. It is purely
an advisory body representing socio-economic interests with members appointed by Member States.
The policy spheres on which the ESC must be consulted include agriculture, social policy, freedom
of workers movement and some internal market issues.
The question this section tries to answer is whether opinions of the Parliament and of the ESC have
an impact on delegated functions. Students applying game theory to EC legislative procedures
normally disregard opinions because they are not legally binding. Actors do not condition their
strategies on the signals sent with the opinions especially when the sender has no role in determining
the final payoffs of the game.(32) Opinions are however important soft laws (Wellens and Borchardt,
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have a substantial impact on policy implementation (Bulmer, 1994: 367-368). Taking into account
the role of opinions means shifting the theoretical framework toward a more sociological
understanding of actors’ behavior because it includes variables that have ideational or cognitive
relevance and are more likely to affect preferences and beliefs rather than strategies.
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I term this last model socio-rationalist because it includes both rationalist and sociological variables.
I have added to the diluted rationalist model two dummies for when the Parliament and the ESC have
issued opinions. The new model variant, then, is:
 
where Parliament opinion (EPO) and opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (ESCO) take
the value of 1 when an opinion is issued by the Parliament and the Committee respectively. Since
there is no evidence of opposition to delegation in the opinions of the sampled legislation, my
hypothesis is that the issuance of such an opinion favors the conferral of powers upon the
Commission. The lower part of Table 2 shows the results; they also take as benchmark for
comparison the diluted rationalist model.
The inclusion of opinions does not relevantly improve the explanatory power of the model. We
cannot reject the null hypothesis that the new model can be randomly generated from the diluted
rationalist one. This is because the adjusted R2 (54.93) falls within the 95 percent confidence
intervals of the R2 of the diluted rationalist model. This is according to all four methods of
computation of the intervals. Also the F-test on variable addition (F(2,93) = 0.07) fails to reject the
null hypothesis.
The substantive and statistical significance of the original four variables (PREF, PROC, INST and
INFO) is not affected by the introduction of the opinion of the Parliament and the Committee. The
new variables (EPO and ESCO), while significantly different from zero, have a very marginal effect
on executive discretion. Ceteris paribus, they determine around a fifth of a point of executive
discretion each. Notice also that the sign of Parliament opinion (EPO) is unexpected.
From these results I think we can safely confirm many qualitatively based statements on the
ineffectiveness of the ESC and the Parliament in its consultation role (e.g. Nugent, 1994: 239-242,
309; Weatherill and Beaumont, 1995: 108-113, 151). More specifically, results disconfirm the notion
that opinions can have a certain effect on delegated powers and, at least to this extent, rationalist
students are correct in disregarding them.
VI. Delegation and ex-post control
The final section of this article analyses the causal link between delegation and ex-post control. In
Franchino (1998: 19-20) I have shown how Member States strongly prefer to be informed about
implementation and how they set up a structure of committees of national experts (i.e. Comitology)
to oversee Commission’s execution of policy decisions. As Hayes-Renshaw and Wallace put it
(1997: 182) “’Comitology’ is […] a rather normal tool of the policy maker and policy implementer,
namely the convening of groups through which the Commission discusses in advance policy ideas
with relevant ‘clients’ or, subsequently, the progress of policy implementation’.(33) In agency theory
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Schwartz, 1984; Pollack, 1997) that comprises active, and costly, monitoring of agent’s decisions by
the principals with the aim of limiting agency losses.
The link between discretion and control has been first suggested by McCubbins and Page (1987:
416-418) in two hypotheses where they propone a positive relation between the scope of regulatory
authority delegated to the agent and strictness of implementing procedures. The empirical works of
McCubbins, Noll and Weingast (1987, 1989) confirm this proposition and formal models (e.g.
Epstein and O'Halloran, 1994) show the circumstances under which principal and agent prefer
ex-post control. Although with exceptions, this relation is also confirmed in case of multiple
principals as I have formally shown in Franchino (1998: 21-24).(34)
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Council Decision 87/373/EEC has introduced seven distinct procedures for the operation of
implementation committees in the Community. They can be arrayed along two dimensions that
measure the degree of executive autonomy of the Commission. First, the extent to which Council
control takes place after or prior to Commission’s measure. In the former case, the Commission is
free to adopt implementation measures that can be subsequently reviewed by the Council. In the
latter case, the Commission cannot adopt measures without Council approval. The second dimension
is the decision rule to modify or annul Commission’s measures used in the relevant committee. Table
3 briefly summarizes committees’ characteristics and the indexes that I have assign to measure the
increasing level of ex-post control.(35)
Table 3
Results in Table 4 confirm the positive relation between the extent of executive discretion and the
severity of ex-post control. I have used both Spearman and Kendall rank correlation tests. Both
statistics reject the null hypothesis of no correlation between executive discretion and ex-post
control, the only exception being the normal approximation endpoints of the null hypothesis of the
Kendall S.(36) There is a rather strong increasing monotonic relation between executive discretion
and ex-post control according to the Spearman test. The mean bootstrapped value of rs is 0.99, in
case of perfect relation rs equals one. The weaker statistical significance of the Kendall S is probably
due to the high number of cases in the same ordinal scale (i.e. draws) in the sample.
Table 4
To conclude, when Member States decide to delegate extensive executive autonomy to the
Commission, they also tend to establish rather confining procedures of implementation in order to
oversee Commission’s activity and limit agency losses.
VII. Conclusion and discussion
‘Much of the problem of poor empirical performance alluded to by Green and Shapiro,
however, derives from the very virtue of rational choice theory. This is that it does tend
to be rigorous theory, generating well-specified propositions that with the appropriate
evidence can be determined as being either true or false, in a discipline in which much of
the other theorizing is imprecise, casual, ad hoc and therefore much easier to find some
sort of generalized empirical support for’(Laver, 1997: 14-15).
Michael Laver strikes the right cords in his reply to Green and Shapiro. Rational choice allows the
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evaluation, sometimes also for the discomfort of the student when his or her model do not stand up to
these tests.
For the relevance of this article, the first clear benefit of rational choice modeling is the clarification
on the conditions under which variables have (and have not) explanatory power. Given the
monopolistic power of proposal the Commission for instance, legislative procedures affect the degree
of executive discretion only in non amending legislation while this factor loses relevance in other
cases. This has allowed me to rigorously justify the selection criteria and the controlling variables of
the data set. It has also defined the limits of my findings because no analysis has been carried out to
test the validity of the controlling variable on amending legislation.
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Rational choice scores fairly well in the statistical part of the article. On the positive side,
information asymmetry is, as predicted, the most robust and important variable determining
Commission’s autonomy. An increase of one thousand words in the length of the act induces a two
point increase in the discretion index in all the above models (ceteris paribus). Students of EC affairs
such as Majone, Moravcsik, Pierson and Pollack are correct in stressing the relevance of the
distribution of information as an important factor of the integration dynamics. Technical complexity
leads to more delegation and autonomy or even to the establishment of new institutions such as in
case of judicial review, environmental and monetary policies. For instance, students of EC judicial
politics have stressed the role played by the European Court of Justice in the integration process in
such an highly technical subject of judicial review (Alter and Meunier-Aitsahalia, 1994; Burley and
Mattli, 1993; Moravcsik, 1995: 623). For the same reason and for matters of credibility, the
management of a single currency requires an independent institution, the European Central Bank,
solely dedicated to price stability.
On a similar positive note, but based more on disconfirming rather than confirming evidence, the
inclusion of other procedural variables (Parliament and opinions) does not improve the explanatory
power of the basic model. Their substantive effect on executive discretion is rather marginal (ceteris
paribus, a variation of one fifth of a point of the discretion index). We can say that the Parliament
has no impact probably because its preferences are consistently similar to the Commission’s.
However we cannot say that, if pivotal, the Parliament can make a difference because of the rarity of
such occurrence. Similarly, we can say that opinions do not make a difference. This is not surprising,
and it is consistent with the views of many EC students.
Another aspect where the model has scored relatively well is on the correlation between discretion
and ex-post control. When Member States confer extensive policymaking functions on the
Commission, they also set rather confining implementation procedures to monitor Commission’s
activity as predicted by the hypothesis and confirmed by empirical works on American institutions.
On a less positive note, although the parsimony of rational choice is a much celebrated strength of
this method, sometimes the researcher might find himself or herself in the situation of
acknowledging the importance of variables that have been excluded from the formal model.
Legislative instrument is a variable that has been consistently relevant throughout the different tests.
When the Community approves a regulation rather than a directive, it also delegates more functions
to the Commission (ceteris paribus, the discretion index increases by one point). Legislative
instrument has not been formally analyzed mainly for reasons of tractability. Parsimony has certainly
its cost.
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and legislative procedures. They pose different challenges to rational choice. Measuring actors’
preferences is a far more tricky business in political science than in economics (where rational choice
originated). In the latter discipline, consumers, companies and governments reveal their preferences
in their purchasing behavior and their pricing, expenditure and investment decisions. These are easy
to find and quantify. In political science, preferences can be deliberately concealed behind the doors
of smoke-filled rooms of diplomatic negotiations or of the EC Council of Ministers for that matter.
And even if revealed, preferences can be difficult to quantify for statistically intensive studies. My
operationalisation has not been successful. The substantive effect on discretion has been marginal
(ceteris paribus, less than one point change in executive discretion when the distribution of
preferences varies across the two extremes of 1987 and 1993). For statistical intensive and rational
choice studies, much more work needs to be done because of the analytical importance of state
preferences. In his exhortation for detailed research into domestic preference formation, Moravcsik
points out that ‘[p]references determine the nature and intensity of the game that states are playing
and thus are a primary determinant of which systemic theory [i.e. realist and regime theory – and EC
politics for us] is appropriate and how it should be specified’ (1997 : 542).
Legislative procedure, the second variable, poses a more serious challenge to rational choice as we
traditionally see it because it questions the ontological premises of thin rationality. Only informal
procedures have a substantive effect on discretion (ceteris paribus, the index decreases by one point
when unanimity is formally or informally used). Formal rules are substantively insignificant. I do not
wish to enter the debate on the compatibility of different institutionalist schools (see e.g. Dowding,
1994; Hall and Taylor, 1996; Kato, 1996; Ostrom, 1991) but the results from this article stressed the
importance of normatively enforced rules in complementing or substituting formal rules. We need to
sharpen our concept of rationality by incorporating heuristics, norms and rules as powerful
explanatory variables in ‘second-generation models‘ of rationality (Ostrom, 1998; Yee, 1997).
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Appendix
Population characteristics
The population includes all 1987-93 non amending secondary legislation (regulations and directives).
I have selected this period because of the intensive legislative activity of the Community and because
the analysis needs to control for EC Treaty reform (Single European Act in 1987 and Maastricht
Treaty in 1993). An interesting replication of the findings could include post-1993 acts and the
Co-decision procedure.
The CELEX database and the Official Journal have been the main sources used. Unfortunately, both
are slightly deficient. CELEX has some regulations whose reference cannot be found in the Official
Journal. Given the legal requirements of publication, this seems to be a flaw of the database.
Conversely, there is not a requirement of publication of Directives in the Official Journal, which is
then incomplete in this respect.
I have disregarded decisions because of their administrative and addressee-related nature, and
opinions and recommendations because they are not legally binding. Directive and regulations
amending decisions, protocols or conventions have been included.
In the few cases where there were more than one Treaty base, the legislative act has been assigned
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policies and procedures. This is in order to maximize the efficiency of the sampling strategy (see
below). Apart from references to articles 235 and 227.2 which require unanimity but do not affect the
allocation to a policy area, there are only 25 (i.e. less that 2.5 percent) directives and regulations
which are based on more that one Treaty provision and to which I have apply this allocation criteria.
Sampling strategy
A sampling procedure needs to trade off feasibility and representation. A feasible sample minimizes
sampling costs and analytical complexity. A representative sample mirrors the key characteristics of
the population and minimizes the sampling error.
In our case, the population shows highly skewed frequency distributions across the two key variables
of policy area and legislative procedure (see Chart 2). A simple random sample could easily
under-represent a policy area or a legislative procedure. For instance, in a simple random sample
with repetition of 100 cases drawn by the author, only one regulation has been approved under
unanimity and five directives were approved using Cooperation. Both procedures were heavily
underrepresented. Conversely, customs union, agricultural and commercial legislation amounted to
slightly more than 85 percent.
In order to decrease such sampling error without increasing the sample size, I have instead drawn a
stratified random sample of 100 cases. Each stratum is characterized by a different Treaty base and
legislative procedure to ensure internal homogeneity and external heterogeneity. The sample size of
each stratum is proportional to the stratum population. This procedure is termed stratified random
sampling with proportional allocation or constant sampling fraction. In this way, first and second
order probabilities of inclusion of a case in a stratum equal simple random sampling probabilities and
variance and total formulae are similar. There is no need to modify values of observations (Frosini et
al., 1994: 87-8). Further, bootstrapping (see below) obviates eventual problems of probability
distribution.
Although only simple random sampling generates samples with independently and identically
distributed cases, this proportionate stratified sampling improves representation without complicating
too much the analysis (Frosini et al., 1994 : 41-45).
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Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping is a computationally intensive non-parametric approach to statistical inference. It is of
particular utility in our case when traditional distributional assumptions of parametric inference are
violated (Mooney and Duval, 1993; Mooney and Krause, 1997). Moreover, bootstrapping has also
allowed me to make clear inferential statements about the goodness-of-fit of the models under study
because it constructs an estimate of the sampling distribution of statistics with weak statistical theory
such as the adjusted R2 and co-graduation indexes.
In regression models, its basic procedure is to take 1000 re-samples with replacement of the residuals
of the original regression model, to calculate the bootstrapped dependent variables, regression
coefficients and R2 and to develop bootstrap confidence intervals. Statisticians point out that this is
the most appropriate procedure to bootstrap a regression model. An alternative could be to resample
cases of data but this ignores the error structure of the model (Mooney and Duval, 1993: 17).
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population variables the mean bootstrapped values. This is based on principles similar to those of the
estimates of the jackknife technique (Mooney and Duval, 1993: 22-27).
To test whether these observed values were in the critical region, I have computed the a/2 and 1-a/2
double-tailed endpoints of the null hypothesis (e.g. b=0 for regressors). The techniques used to
compute the confidence intervals were the normal approximation, percentile, bias corrected and
percentile-t. I have also computed the ‘bootstrapped t(or z)–statistics’ using the standard error
estimated with the bootstrapped sampling distribution (Mooney and Duval, 1993: 35).
I have developed my own GAUSS code to carry out the computations, for alternatives see Mooney
(1994a, 1994b).
Although I have reported all four bootstrap confidence intervals that are generally used, statisticians
tend to agree that the BC and percentile-t methods are the most accurate. Normal approximation fails
to use the entire bootstrapped estimate of the sampling distribution and requires parametric
assumptions about the empirical probability distribution. Further, it is probably less appropriate in
case of regression coefficients because parametric statistical theory tells us that they are likely to
have a t-distribution. Percentile assumes an unbiased bootstrapped estimate of the sampling
distribution (see Mooney and Duval, 1993: 33-42).
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Endnotes
(*) Comments on previous versions of the paper from Fulvio Attiná, Jens Bastian, Claudio Radaelli,
Cheryl Schonhardt-Bailey, two anonymous EIoP reviewers and participants at the workshop on ‘Lo
Spazio Politico Europeo’, 1998 SISP Conference, University of Milan, are very much appreciated.
(1) Judicial review and Commission’s proposal power are practically excluded from Justice and
Home Affairs and Foreign and Security Policy. There are also few EC Treaty articles, such as 48.3d,
that accord powers of implementation directly to the Commission.
(2) My use of game theory takes the EC Treaty as the key binding agreement (see Morrow, 1994: 75).
Cooperative games are played at the Intergovernmental Conferences in terms of international public
law and non cooperative games are played in secondary legislation in terms of implementation.
(3) On the ‘constitutionalization’ of Community law see Stein (1981) and Weiler (1991), on interest
groups see Greenwood and Ronit (1994) and Greenwood and Aspinwall (1998), on institutions,
policy process and comparative politics Lenaerts (1991), Hix (1994) and Richardson (1996).
(4) Categories 6, 7 and 8 are based on the works of Majone (1996) and (more loosely) of Pollack
(1994). Majone (p. 54) uses a functional classification of policies (stabilization, regulation and
redistribution). Categories 6-7 and category 8 overlap with the latter two. Pollack uses Lowi’s (1964)
classification of regulatory, distributive and redistributive policy types to explain task expansion in
the Community. Categories 6-7 are similar to the first one, category 8 to the last two.
(5) Only the part that includes the actual article of the legislation has been considered for this
purpose. Introductory statements giving reasons for adoption, tables and annexes have been
disregarded for that matter.
(6) There are two problems with this procedure. The first concerns whether the number of delegated
activities actually measures the degree of executive discretion. One could object that the delegation
of such activities is frequently accompanied by a list of implementation criteria that limits the room
of manoeuvre of the Commission. This is certainly correct, but a measure of the stringency of these
criteria as an intervening or independent variable fails the test of cross-policy comparability mainly
because of the technical complexity of secondary legislation. Is, for instance, a criterion that sets the
quantities of head of bovine quotas stricter than a purity criterion of foodstuffs flavourings? It is my
opinion that researcher’s measurement bias plays a too great a role here to assure objectivity.
Moreover, the effect of these criteria on discretion loses at least some of its significance if we see EC
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EIoP: Text 1998-006: Full text http://eiop.or.at/eiop/texte/1998-006.htmlaws from the perspective of Williamson’s (1985) economic theory of contracts. From this
viewpoint, any legislative act is an incomplete contract because it cannot specify precisely what each
institution is to do in all possible circumstances. To solve this contractual incompleteness, legislators
rely on so called ‘relational contracts’ (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992; see also Majone, 1996) where
they specify only general goals and establish ex-post control procedures while specific criteria tend to
play a lessen role. In fact, a long list of criteria can easily present inherent contradictions (see e.g.
article 39 EC) and then impose no effective control on the empowered institution, especially in
highly complex policy environment. Here, it is more likely to have general objectives (e.g. price
stability in monetary policy) and either control mechanisms such as implementation committees or an
institutional framework where reputational factors are effective constraints on behavior (on
reputation see Kreps, 1990; on control mechanisms see e.g. Moe, 1987).
A second possible objection to the construction of this index is that the different activities should be
weighted for the degree of discretion they bestow upon the Commission. If in one regulation the
Commission is asked to provide information on a certain matter while in a second regulation it is
asked to regulate the matter, surely more discretionary authority has been delegated in the latter case.
Although it raises the issue of appropriate weighting, this is another correct point but it turned out to
be of less relevance empirically. To test this, I have assigned an increasing value from one to eight
starting from the top activity listed above and computed a weighted index of discretion in a similar
way. I then applied the statistical analysis described below and found no appreciable difference in the
results of the study. This is because a law that delegates only regulatory powers (and for that matter,
activities at the bottom of the list) is a very rare occurrence. Normally the act asks the Commission
also to collect and provide information from and to Member States and, probably, to give opinions
(that is activities at the top of the list). Hence, there is not substantial difference between the two
indexes. For instance, Council Directive 92/80/EEC on the approximation of taxes on manufactured
tobacco requires the Commission to simply receive and provide information. This makes a discretion
index of two and a weighted index of three. A regulation providing for the administration of tariff
quotas (e.g. Regulation 786/88) delegates administrative functions but asks also for the exchange of
information. In this case, the discretion index would be four and the weighted one nine. Both indexes
gauge the actual difference in discretion. Since this is the way the index is constructed and laws are
drafted, I have decided not to use weights rather than assigning arbitrary ones. Weights, without a
specific justification, may introduce a bias by making inappropriate assumptions.
(7) Franchino (1998) is currently under review. In this paper I will frequently refer to that article.
This is because some statements made here have been mathematically, but not empirically, proved in
Franchino (1998). For reasons of space I cannot recall the formal argument, if interested please
contact the author. Unfortunately there are no formal works (that I know of) on agency discretion in
the EC that I can relate to, so I will refer in some cases to similar formal works on US institutions,
such as Epstein and O'Halloran (1994).
(8) McCubbins and Page (1987) add that, as a result, legislators will also design more stringent
control mechanisms. This proposition will be tested at the end of the article.
(9) The part of the legislative act which is counted for the number of words covers the text from the
first article to the name of the President of the Council of Ministers included.
(10) It is impossible, in this context, to do justice to an impressive set of contributors from different
intitutionalist streams. Remaining in the rationalist camp, Shepsle and Weingast’s (1979, 1981,
1984) seminal work on structure induced equilibrium is one of the prominent theories.
(11) The Commission always prefers complete discretion as I have proved in Appendix 1b of
Franchino (1998: 27-28).
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EIoP: Text 1998-006: Full text http://eiop.or.at/eiop/texte/1998-006.htm(12) See Proposition 1 and Figure 4 in Franchino (1998: 10). In case of Assent procedure, it can be
the parliamentary preferences that set the equilibrium discretion but only in the very unlikely case
that Parliament’s ideal policy is the farthest away from Commission’s. This occurrence is not
relevant for us because there is no legislation approved under Assent in the data set.
(13) For a detail description of the Co-operation procedure see, for instance, Nugent (1994). On the
‘conditional agenda setting’ debate see also Moser (1996, 1997).
(14) The equilibrium discretion in the Co-operation procedure is [min(2dGb, 2dP)] where dGb and
dP are the ideal discretion for the pivotal Government and the Parliament respectively. See proof in
Franchino (1998: 11-12).
(15) See Propositions 2i and 3 and the section on conflict between principals in Franchino (1998:
14-15) for proof and a more detailed analysis.
(16) On voting weights and power indexes see Hosli (1996) and Widgrén (1995).
(17) The correlation coefficient is 0.56, the observed t value is 1.51 which is lower than the critical
value t5 (0.05) of 2.02.
(18) Technically, it assumes the absence of agency losses. I thank an anonymous referee from EIoP,
Francesca Longo and Claudio Radaelli for pointing this out.
(19) I limit my comments to rational choice and sociological institutionalism given their clearer
ontological premises. The different shades of historical institutionalism can be traced back to share
common features with either one of the two or both. It is not my aim to deal with all aspects of the
institutionalist debate. Good reviews are by Finnemore (1996), Hall and Taylor (1996), Yee (1997)
and, focused on the EU, Aspinwall and Schneider (1998).
(20) In between these extremes, many studies have a historic-institutionalist approach that merges the
logics of appropriateness and consequentiality (Hall and Taylor, 1996; March and Olsen, 1989).
Formal EU rationalist studies include Crombez (1996), Garrett and Tsebelis (1996) and Hosli (1996).
The emerging sociological literature is on constructivism (Cram, 1998; Jorgensen, 1997), on the role
of norms (Checkel, 1998) and of culture (Zetterholm, 1994). Apart from the extensive literature on
epistemic communities, EU works on ideas include Garrett and Weingast (1993) and Radaelli (1995,
1997). Works that specifically deal with norms across EU policies are, to my knowledge, lacking,
although there are more general socio-historical works on institutions ( e.g. Bulmer, 1994;
Kerremans, 1996).
(21) See, for instance, Marsh (1997) on the distributional effects (partially considered as sunk costs
in Pierson’s words) of the CAP. On the distributional implications of the MacSharry proposals see
Josling and Mariani (1993).
(22) See, for instance, Steward (1991: 25) or Berry (1993) on the assumptions of the classical
regression model. There might also be the risk of a measurement error with OLS because executive
discretion (DELEG) is an ordinal index. However, this is likely to affect only the residuals of the
equation and bootstrapping (see below) has been specifically adopted in this case in order to deal
with the distribution of the error structure.
(23) There is no evidence of hetescedasticity, while there is a certain degree of collinearity between
legislative procedure (PROC) and instrument (INST) and between preference distribution (PREF)
and information asymmetry (INFO). The condition index is however well below 30 in both cases, so
it is not a serious problem.
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(1997). The null hypothesis of normality has been rejected at 5 per cent significance level for the
rationalist model and at 10 per cent for diluted rationalist model. The dependent variable distribution
approximates a highly right skewed Pareto distribution [Par(0,0.1)] mixed with a Chi squared
distribution [c2 (4)] at a factor of 0.7.
(25) Notice that this test is different from the standard F-tests on model specification because the
operationalisation of variables differs in this case.
(26) Below I test the inclusion of procedural variables. Apart from these tests, I have also added other
variables such as a discretion index created on the basis of the Treaty text and a policy area variable
based on the number of treaty articles providing for unanimity or qualified majority. The variables
are either statistically insignificant or have no effect (if not collinear) on the signs and significance
levels of the other variables. To be included, they also need a strong theoretical justification that I
cannot find in the literature.
(27) The introduction of social sanctions or interests to explain such behavior simply shifts the level
of debate to which socio-psychological mechanisms are in force (Yee, 1997: 1015-8).
(28) There are no amendments in the sampled legislation that cut back functions conferred on the
Commission. However I must acknowledge that even in case of Parliamentary opposition to
delegation, it would not have been possible, for lack of relevant data, to gauge whether the opposition
was stronger that the pivotal Government’s.
(29) In this way we test whether the Parliament has a positive effect on discretion. Alternatively, I
have tested a model with legislative procedure (PROC) taking the value of 0 for Co-operation, 1 for
unanimity and 2 for qualified majority to see whether the Parliament has a negative effect on
discretion. Its explanatory power is even lower than the one of the rationalist model.
(30) This also applies if we eliminate legislative instrument (INST) whose role was not formalized in
Franchino (1998). 
(31) I disregard the Committee of the Regions because it was established by the Treaty on European
Union in 1993.
(32) This is the so-called babbling equilibrium in signaling games. Opinions can, on the contrary,
enhance coordination if actors’ moves are interdependent (e.g. in Co-operation) and preferences are
similar (Morrow, 1994: 250-256). 
(33) For a less benevolent analysis, see Bradley (1992) on how Comitology is incompatible with the
prerogatives conferred upon the Commission and the Parliament by the Treaty.
(34) The trade-off between discretion and control is not always present in case of multiple principals
because the implementation game besets the danger of collusion between the agent and some
principals. When Commission’s preferences are very distant from Government’s, the Member State
prefers both less discretion and more ex-post control. While when they are very close, it prefers more
discretion and less control (see Franchino, 1998: 22-23). However, these types of Governments are
unlikely to be the pivotal actors because their preferences tend to lie at the extremes of the policy
spectrum. As such, they will no affect the equilibrium outcome.
(35) Management IIb and Regulatory IIIa have the same value because they allow a similar degree of
autonomy to the Commission. They have also a similar equilibrium (see Steunenberg et al. 1996a,
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committee of national experts acting as gatekeeper for measures that can be referred to the Council.
In this case, the Council is immediately involved and control takes place at a higher level (Bradley,
1992).
If there are no implementation procedures the ex-post control value is zero. While I have disregarded
the case when there are procedures that, although termed implementation, are clearly legislative ones.
Finally, if there are two procedures in an act, the mean value has been recorded.
(36) In this case Kendall S is significant at 10 percent level. Kendall S is also significant at 5 percent
level in the original sample.
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Table IV
Rank correlation tests between delegated functions and ex-post
control adn 95 % endpoints of the null hypotheses
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Chart 2
Non amending secondary legislation 1987-93
 
Table III
Comitology procedures
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